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d u s T y  a n d  T h e  o T h e r  w e T  a n d  w i l d .

After a few years of racing in the wonderfully 
flowing trails of Sparrow Hill, Australia’s 
most relaxed and team-spirited 24 hour 

event moves across the road to Kowen Forest. A 
whole new track and camping area may have been 
the catalyst to the remarkably fast sell-out, with all 
entries sold in only four days; only a comeback tour 
from Dire Straits could sell out that quick!

So, team AMB (a tent, my camera and I) hit 
the road south from Sydney on the Friday to get 
amongst it, and secure a camping spot. This year I 

chose not to race, rather opting to mill around and 
soak in the atmosphere, cut a cruisy lap or two, 
enjoy a relaxing campsite, share a beerio with other 
non-racers and shoot photos in between. 

Now I’ve been to pretty much every 24 hour in 
Canberra since the late 90s, and what struck me 
about this one was the increase in epic amounts 
of craftily set up camp sites. Rolling in off the road 
was a steady stream of cars loaded with all the 
gear, towing caravans, or trailers loaded with comfy 
couches, and even port-a-loos. “Gee, that’s a good 

idea,” was a commonly heard saying as the already 
set-up onlookers watched the circus roll into town. 
Being a Canberra local sure has its merits, as many 
would stake out a choice site and head home for 
a calm night in familiar surrounds. By late Friday 
afternoon the massive grass paddocks in front of 
the forest were packed with jolly campers as far 
as you could see, quite literally. Late arvo I cut a 
cruisy lap to check out the new trail, and loved it. I’d 
planned on doing half a lap but, I ended up razzing 
around for a whole lap and yearned for more. 
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down, the golden dusty trails were fast and fresh. 
With a huge 2856 riders plus all the supporters, 
spectators, hangers-on and industry loafers, there 
was a mind-boggling number of people! So many 
in fact that the race organisers calculated an 
average of 580 riders on track at any time, or one 
rider every 30 metres. And while there are no hard 
stats, the organisers estimate that around 6000 
people were there for the weekend! 

With the big move from the legendary trails of 
Sparrow Hill (logging, re-alignment of the Kings 
Highway and some endangered plants spoiled 
the party) there was a lot of talk about whether the 
new venue could dish up the same standard of 
trails. It did, but there was a lot of work involved: “In 
August 2010 there were no trails in East Kowen, so 
we had to deliver a large amount of track in a very 
short time frame. That said, we were amazed at the 
potential for trails. The terrain, vegetation and vistas 
are outstanding and perfect for mountain biking, so 
we marked desire lines on the map and set to work. 
Holidays, weekends and evenings. Boots and all,” 
said Alan. 

At a few minutes before midday on Saturday 
the festive frenzy on the hill was buzzing, as the 
select group of first lap runners went one way, and 
everyone else went the opposite. Up the start fire 
road wandered a few thousand folk, with a bike 
that wasn’t theirs and some sort of eye catching 

prop – an attractive pole, tall flag, huge inflatable 
animal or simply a big stick with a hat on top – to a 
position where they thought would give their rider 
the best start to the lap. Anyhow, most tactics go 
out the window when a herd of mountain bikers run 
past, awkward in their bike shoes, their eyes wide, 
and stampede around the pile of bikes to begin a 
chaotic search. It’s pretty funny to watch, especially 
when you see riders who have overshot the mark 
walking back the opposite way, battling against 
the tide of departing racers. About an hour later, in 
came the fastest guys, setting the higher placings 
early on. 

The new course brought on talk of what sections 
were the most liked, what was toughest and how 
awesome the natural forests were. I headed out 
onto the course as the afternoon light dropped 
and turned to gold, straight out to the native forest 
sections. I was rewarded with smiling racers, warm 
light and so many loud whooping riders. The long 
open switchback turns and pumping gully runs got 
the best reception 

As dark approached, the scene quietened down 

Rawhide Roller Racing.
The Mont 24hr is something a little different; as 
Alan Vogt put it, “The Mont has always been a 
laid-back event, with its own personality. Sure 
there’s a race on, but it’s not a nationals or racing 
for sheep stations. There’s much more going on, 
so it is more a big festival of mountain biking and a 
fun weekend away first of all. Being teams-only is 
another difference”.

Perhaps nothing better demonstrates this than 
the quirky side events like the Rawhide Roller 
Racing held on the Friday before the race. Down 
the road at the Bungendore Hotel, the beer garden 
out the back was set up with the whole Roller 
Racing get-up. Three identical single speed road 
bikes mounted on training rollers, toe straps, a big 
clock and live commentary. The real highlight was 
Andy Blair resurrecting his 1994 junior national 
team skin suit for the night and taking the fastest 
time, luckily! 

24 hours of sweet new trails.
So, Saturday morning the sun was beating 

Tracey robinson. 
firsT Timer - audibly 
and visibly sToked.
Hey Tracey! How long have you been
riding, how did it all begin for you?
Hmmm, bit embarrassing really...About 
two and a half years ago, my mum 
retired to the Southern Highlands in 
NSW, started mountain biking and soon 
after she introduced me to it. It was love 
at first ride!  I’m a bit evangelical about 
it now, and trying to encourage everyone 
to do it!

When you first heard about 24 hour
mountain bike racing, what did you 
think?
Same reaction as most people - “Are 
you crazy? All night? Who does that sort 
of thing?” Flash to a year or so later. 
“Ahem, well, actually, me”.

What was the funniest thing you saw
out there?
There was a hirsute, rather large 
gentleman riding in Speedos - had to 
giggle and applaud. Whole event though 
was a laugh - the token roadie in our 
team pulled out his 10-yr old Gary Fisher 
for this race, got some air over a jump 
and copped “nice air” followed by “nice 
cantilever brakes mate” from an elite 
rider going past. Nice sledge! 

When was your favourite lap?
The second night lap. Day laps - racing 
hard; first night lap - bit tentative, slightly 
anxious; second night lap - hey, I can do 
this, this is so cool. Totally different feel, 
fewer people on track, amazing.

What was the hardest part of 24 hour
racing?
Umm, probably organising campsite, tent 
set-ups, heaters, white-boards, food etc.
And sleeping in a tent. Camping not my 
thing (prefer 5-star hotels). Shows you 
how much I like these events to consider 
camping again!!!

Would you do a solo?
It’s funny - the first time you think about 
it your mind rears up and says “hey, 
buddy, step away from that idea!” like an 
immediate survival response but then, well, 
you find it popping back into your head at 
unexpected moments. I probably will!

Will dangar, 
a keen roadie 
exploring The 
dirT
Will, your first 24 hour, were you
roped in or did you rope your mates 
in?
We are all roadies and relatively new 
to mountain biking.  We were out 
training one day and discussed doing 
an endurance event.  Turns out the 
entries for the Mont 24 came out on 
the same day and by 5:30pm we were 
signed up.

You’ll do another?
You bet.  We made the mistake this 
year of having a young fella amongst 
the 40+ mid-life-crisis-suffering rest 
of us.  We will do two teams next year 
with -40 and +40.

If you had the chance to go back and
change anything you did for the 
Mont, what would it be?
Have a wider variety of food to 
eat. Pasta and honey toast was a bit 
tedious after a couple of serves.

When was your favourite time to
cut a lap?
My favourite this year was my last one 
in the mud. I missed another go at it by 
30 seconds on the 24hr cut off.

What tired you out the most?
Three blokes snoring. I understand 
what my wife bangs on about now!

You hired a campervan, smart
move! How was that?
Unreal. Well worth the money and 
the hot shower at the end of each lap 
was priceless. (Until the water ran out 
around 2am.)

Was it what you expected?
It was bigger than I thought, and there 
were so many tents. The mountain bike 
crowd is a much more relaxed bunch 
than the roadies and it was great to see 
the mix of people having a go from pro 
teams to old timers like us.

Top. Delightful arvo 
laps. 24 hour racing 
doesn’t get much better 
than this; New trails, 
perfect conditions, 
(until dawn, at least.)

Top to bottom. Andy 
Blair, a circa ‘94 skin 
suit, and fast legs; The 
sweet, new, flowing 
forests; A refreshing 
new trail for the Mont; 
The golden conditions 
didn’t last for 24 hours! 
Just get stuck into it, 
slippery fun; Wet dust 
transformed to mud.
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alan vogT, The man 
WiTh The plan
Tell us a little about yourself, and
how you became to be so involved in 
the Mont 24?
I’ve been riding mountain bikes since 
the mid 80s I guess – well before bikes 
had suspension anyway. I promoted a 
few cycle events back in 1989 and 1990 
(including the National MTB champs at 
Stromlo, of all places). I stumbled onto 
the 24 hour racing at the Mont in 1999, 
and wanted to give it a crack right away 
(in fact it’s the event that got me back 
into regular riding and racing). I started 
competing in the race from 2000. During 
those early years I became well known 
to Dave White (the guy who introduced 
24 hour racing to Australia) and became 
mates with Dave Edwards from Mont. I 
became heavily involved in the Mont 24 
when it was re-launched in 2007. 

At what point of a 24 hour event do you
feel the most stressed?
When the main generator gives out 
at 2am and we’re scrambling to get it 
going… or when the toilet guy starts 
sounding like Scotty from Star Trek – 
“She’s at maximum Captain, I don’t thinks 
it’ll hold any more…”– or maybe at 12:15 
Sunday when we’re trying to organise the 
prizes for each category and everyone 
wants to head home. Fun and games.

When would you be the most relaxed?
After I sneak in a night lap, about 1:30am, 
or after that first beer when the venue is 
packed up.

What are your earliest recollections of
24 hour racing in Australia?
Ah, the early years. The races were small 
enough that you could walk around the 
campsite and pretty much catch up with 
everyone you wanted to from the year 
before. Bike lights were mostly rubbish, 
so it was interesting trying to smash out 
fast laps while nursing the last dull yellow 
moments of life from your headlight while 
still 2km from home.

During the years of your involvement,
what do you see as your favourite 
evolutions of the event?
I think the switch to teams-only racing 
(teams of 4 and 6) is the most significant, 
and while not an evolution, I think the fact 
the event has moved venues a few times 
makes the event quite interesting because 
it introduces riders to new locations. Of 
course, I lament removing the gap jump 
over the alligator pit some years ago. It 
was just so funny to see them snapping at 
heels of the newbies.

Are the trails open to the public to ride?
Yes. Park at Sparrow, and jump the fence 
onto Orchard Road and you’re into the 
good stuff pretty soon. 

Finally, what would be the best thing
you’ve ever seen brought to a campsite 
by a team?
Eight couches, a pot-belly heater and a 
whole lamb on a spit roast would be the 
highlight this year, but the inventiveness 
and effort that teams go to when 
preparing their home away from home is 
always pretty inspiring.

and the more serious really got down to business. 
The tussle between Rockstar Racing and the Gu 
Elite team really hotted up in the foursome mens, 
and team Kona opened up a lead on the Merida 
Flight Centre crew. But, as is the way with the Mont 
24, the spotlight wasn’t really focused on the elite 
riders. The pit talk was all about tales from night 
laps, not the time gaps at the pointy end.

With the rising of the sun also came the rain. 
And it never looked like it was going to pass. Some 
opted to pack it up and bail out of there for the sake 
of bike wear or mud in the eye, but the committed 
majority who stuck at it were rewarded with what 
was like riding on a completely new track! The 
off camber turns that you would pump your way 
around in the dry now required a foot out, and hold 
on tight approach. While standing in a wet, cold 
transition dreading the lap ahead can be pretty 
miserable, once you’re 100m up the track, wet and 
muddy, you’ve got nothing to lose and you simply 
get stuck into it. “My mates had to physically put 

Top to bottom. The 
furious running start; 
The new trail had more 
passing opportunities 
than years of old; 
Happy Rockstars, 
taking out the mens 
fours; Flow, flow, flow.

“With the
rising sun
came the

rain”
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my on my bike and push me out to get me to ride! 
But once I’d stopped whimpering and cursing I had 
such a ball in the mud,” said mountain bike legend, 
Wade Morgan, who’d come out of retirement 
especially for the Mont. The faces of riders coming 
in from their morning laps were literally covered in 
mud; they were wrecked but so stoked. 

As a Mont transformed by mud drew to a 
close, we had to reflect on just why so many 
lunatics make the pilgrimage every year to 
punish themselves in the Canberra cold. “I think 
Australian’s relish the opportunity to spend a 
weekend hanging out with mates and riding bikes. 
The social atmosphere surrounding 24 hour events 
is pretty good. For many the race is only part of why 
they are there. And there’s pancakes… and bacon. 
You mustn’t forget the bacon.”

It’s got to be said that Mont 2011 was an 
outstanding success. The new venue ticked all the 
boxes, the track is well and truly bedded in and 
the showers didn’t stop working even once! The 
secretive Kowlowski brothers will be out in the bush 
putting in even more new trail for the next edition 
soon, so expect the bar to be raised once again in 
2012. 
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“The new venue ticked all
the boxes, the track is well
and truly bedded in”

Clockwise from top. Sunday was all about 
keeping warm and dry: marshmallows – tick 
that box; Craig ‘Grimace’ Gordon during a  
wildly fast lap, putting his team in a winning 
position; Muddy teeth; The iconic white 
gums of East Kowen Forest.   
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